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Shifted Chebyshev Approach for the Solution of Delay
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Abstract
The main idea proposed in this paper is the perturbed shifted

Chebyshev Galerkin method for the solutions of delay Fredholm
and Volterra integrodifferential equations. The application of the pro-
posed method is also extended to the solutions of integro-differential
difference equations. The method is validated using some selected
problems from the literature. In all the problems that are considered,
the new proposed approach performs better than many other meth-
ods.
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INTRODUCTION
Integro-differential equations are resulted from

mathematical models in biological, physical, and
engineering problems. A lot of interest have been
shifted to the methods of the solution of integro-
differential equations. In the recent past, different
approaches have been used to solve these and re-
lated equations such as the delay integro-
differential equations (which is the focus of the
research work reported in this paper) and delay
integro-differential difference equations that are
majorly the product of mathematical interpreta-
tions of physical world. Taylor collocation
method was applied to solve Fredholm-Volterra
integro-differential difference equations (Yalçin-
bas & Sezer, 2006); (Sezer & Gülsu, 2007),
Chebyshev polynomial approach was used in
(Maleknejad et al., 2007) to solve nonlinear
Volterra integral equations of the second kind,
Galerkin methods in its various forms were how-
ever employed to solve both perturbed and un-
perturbed linear Volterra-Fredholm
integro-differential equations (Biazar & Salehi,
2016); (Fathy et al., 2014); (Issa & Salehi, 2017).
Moreover, some other notable Scientists used
Tau method to solve Fredholm-Volterra integro-
differential equations as presented in Hosseini and
Shahmorad (2003); Shahmorad (2005), and error
estimate in the numerical scheme used was
equally estimated. Legendre method was em-
ployed in Khater et al. (2007); Jimoh & Issa
(2014); 

(Yüzbaşi Ş. , 2017) to solve both integral and
integro-differential equations. Other methods
employed in the literature to solve such equations
and similar ones, include Galerkin finite element
method (Jangveladze et al., 2011), Haar wavelet
method (Shahsavara, 2010), hybrid methods
(Hou & Yang, 2013), variational iteration method
(Bildik et al.,, 2010); (Han & Shang, 2010), op-
erational matrix method (Shahmorad & Os-
tadzad, 2016), etc. Partial integro-differential
equation which is a very vibrant model for vis-
coelasticity was however treated in (Dehghan,
2006) and the references therein. Delay
differential equation is an aspect of integro-
differential equation, arising in many dynamical
systems, nuclear reaction, electrical network and

many other areas of mathematical physics. This
family of equations has received serious attention
from several researchers, and it is also discussed
here with a view to arriving at better results.

What defines a time-delay system is the feature
that, the system future evolution depends on its
present state and period of its history. The study
of time-delay system dated back to the early 20th
century as a result of modeling of biological sys-
tem, nuclear reaction, ecological system, just to
mention a few (see (Yüzbasi et al., 2013); (Shah-
morad & Ostadzad, 2016); (Yüzbaşi & Ismailov,
2014); (Bellen & Zennaro, 2003); (El-Hawary &
El-Shami, 2013) and the references therein). Our
aim is to improve the accuracy of the existing
methods for solving delay Fredholm and Volterra
integrodifferential equations, by focusing our at-
tention on Galerkin method and compare the re-
sults with the results obtain by operational matrix
method, Legendre method, and Taylor colloca-
tion method, discussed in the literature (see (Bi-
azar & Salehi, 2016); (Fathy et al., 2014); (Issa
& Salehi, 2017); Shahmorad & Ostadzad
(2016)).

This paper is organized as follows. In section
2, we review the basic properties of the Cheby-
shev polynomials. The description of the pro-
posed method for the numerical solution of delay
Fredholm integro-differential equation 14 and
15, and delay Volterra integro-differential equa-
tion 22 are regarded in section 3. Meanwhile, a
brief note on the existence and uniqueness of the
solutions of delay integro-differential equation
are also addressed in section 3. Section 4 is de-
voted to presenting some numerical examples to
support our findings. And lastly, in section 5, the
results of our findings will be discussed and com-
pared, favorably with some existing methods.

PROPERTIES OF CHEBYSHEV 
POLYNOMIALS

Chebyshev polynomial   is an orthogonal poly-
nomial Tn(u) defined on the interval u∊[-1,1]
with the weight function 

can be determined using the recurrence formu-
lae:
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(1)

where  and .

The Chebyshev polynomial can be transform
from u∊[-1,1] into x∊[a,b] using the transforma-
tion

(2)

Therefore, the shifted Chebyshev polynomials
in x are

(3)
and 

and the recurrence relation is as follows:

(4)
where

(5)

The orthogonality condition over the interval
[−1, 1] is:

(6)

Expressing the approximant yn(x) in terms of
shifted Chebyshev polynomials Tn*(x) leads to:

(7)

where αi, i= 0,...,n, are the coefficients to be de-
termined.

Similarly, a function F of two or more inde-
pendent variables defined on 

may be expanded in 

terms of m shifted Chebyshev polynomials as:

(8)

Review of existence and uniqueness of solu-
tions of delay integro differential equations

The twin terminologies, existence and unique-
ness of solutions of either a differential equation,
an integral equation, or an integro-differential
equation are always essential to be established
before proceeding with a method of solution in
any case.

The existence and uniqueness of solutions of
the delay-differential equations

y''(x)=f(x,y(x),y(ℏ(x)),y'(x)),     x∈[0,l],          (9)

subject to the conditions

y(x)= φ(x), x ϵ[-ν,0]                (10)
y[ℓ]=℘ (11)

where ℓ>0 and v is a positive number, was es-
tablished in (Eloe, Raffoul, & Tisdell, 2005),
some constructive results were formulated
therein. (Interested readers can see (Eloe et al.,
2005) for the details of the proofing, including
the theory of Petryshyn that was applied).

(Cahlon et al., 1985) on the other hand worked
on the existence and uniqueness of the solution
of Volterra integral equation with a solution de-
pendent delay. The novelty in Cahlon and Nach-
man (1985) is its deviation from the earlier
researches on the existence and uniqueness of the
solution of Volterra integral equations with con-
stant delay (see (Vätä, 1978); Cahlon et al.
(1984) ). The delay Volterra integral equation
considered in (Cahlon & Nachman, 1985) is as
follows

(12)

(13)
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where τ0 and α are positive constants. Eq. 12 is
a nonlinear Volterra integral equation with a
delay which depends on the solution. The exis-
tence and uniqueness in this case was proved in
the space Cx [-τ0,a] the space of all   Holder con-
tinuous functions, 0≤α≤1, on [-τ0,a].

The existence and uniqueness of solutions of
the family of equations considered in the present
work were earlier established in (Maruo & Park,
1994), where existence and uniqueness of solu-
tions for integro-differential equations with time
delay in Hilbert space were considered. The au-
thors of (Maruo & Park, 1994) benefited tremen-
dously from the efforts of the earlier scientist. And
most recently in 2017, global existence and
uniqueness of solutions of integral equations with
delay was reported in (Burton & Purnaras, 2017)
which exploited the effectiveness of progressive
contractions. (Interested readers can read (Maruo
& Park, 1994) and (Burton & Purnaras, 2017) for
the existence and uniqueness of (14), (16), and
(22) in the present work).

SHIFTED CHEBYSHEV PERTURBED
GALERKIN METHOD FOR SOLVING

DELAY INTEGRO-DIFFERENTIAL EQUA-
TIONS

In this section, we discuss the numerical solu-
tion of a class of linear delay integrodifferential
equation. The solution of delay Fredholm integro
- differential equation is discussed in section 3.1,
while section 3.2 is all about the solution of delay
Volterra integro - differential equation.

Delay fredholm integro-differential equation
Consider the following m order delay Fred-

holm integro-differential equation

Lφ(x)+∫0b A(x,t) φ(t-γ)dt=f(x),x[0,b],�φ(x)=θ(x), x∈[-γ,0],)                   (14)

with m independent initial, boundary or mixed
conditions

(15)

where     Rewriting Eq. 14,
we have
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(16)

Replacing φ(x) in Eq. 16 by its approximantφn(x) that can be regarded as the exact solution
of the perturbed equation:

(17)

Where   are 

known functions, m is the order of Eq. 14 and

(18)

is the perturbation term.
Multiplying Eq. 17 by the shifted Chebyshev

polynomial and 
integrating the resulting equation over the interval
[a,b] gives a set of (n + 2) algebraic equations:
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Putting Eq. 19 in matrix form, we have

(20)

where Θ is a real (n+2)�(n+m+2) matrix, θ is
a column matrix of (n+m+2)�1 and г is column
matrix of (n+2)�1 To obtain (n+m+2)×(n+
m+2) matrix (that is (n+m+2) algebraic equa-
tions), we apply m independent initial, boundary
or mixed conditions, that is

(21)

substituting the values of αi, i=0,1,...,n in Eq. 7,
we obtain the approximate solution of degree n.

Delay volterra integro-differential equations
Consider the following delay Volterra integro-

differential equation

(22)
perturbing Eq. 22, we have

(23)

Again, multiplying Eq. 23 by shifted Cheby-
shev polynomial   

integrate the resulting equation over the inter-
val [a,b], together with the given condition(s), we

obtain (n+m+2) linear equations, we then solve
to determine all unknowns (that is αi, i=0,...,n and
βi, i=0,...,m+1 ).

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES
In this section, we illustrate the method dis-

cussed in section 3 by solving some selected ex-
amples from the literature. To achieve our aim,
the mathematical packages used are Maple and
Matlab. Numerical computation is carried out in
Maple while, the graphs are drawn in Matlab. To
facilitate comparison problems discussed in Ex-
ample 4.1 and 4.2 are taken from (Shahmorad &
Ostadzad, 2016), problem consider in Example
4.3 is taken from (Saadatmandi & Dehghan,
2010), Example 4.4 from (Kajani, Ghasemi, &
Babolian, 2006); (Yusufoglu, 2009)); (Darania &
Ebadian, 2007); (Yüzbaşi Ş. , 2017) and Example
4.5 is taken from (El-Hawary & El-Shami, 2013).

Example 4.1
Consider the following delay Fredholm inte-

gro-differential equation

(24)

with initial condition y(0) = 2 analytic solution
y(x) = exp(2x) + x + 1,

Applying the method discussed in section 3.1,
by rewriting equation 24 inform

of (17), one gets

(25)
where
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(26)

and 

Multiplying Eq. 25 by the shifted Chebyshev
polynomial  and inte
grate the resulting equation over the interval  

gives a set of (n+2) algebraic equations, 

and with the attached condition, we now solve
(n+3) algebraic equations to find the values of
unknowns.

The absolute errors for n=10 are tabulated in
Table 1. Table 2 and 3 provide the comparison
between the errors obtained from the proposed
approach and some others reported in the litera-
ture. Fig. 1 is the graphical representation of the
results in Table 1. With CPU time of 1.43 secs.

Example 4.2
Consider a third order delay Volterra integro-

differential problem with variable coefficients as
the following.

(27)

with supplementary conditions

and the exact solution is
Applying the proposed approach results in the

following, Table 1 present the absolute errors for
n=9, and Table 2 exhibits the maximum errors
with n=9 using the present method and those re-
ported in (Shahmorad & Ostadzad, 2016) and the
CPU time is 43.35 secs.

Example 4.3
Consider the following third order linear Fred-

holm integro-differential-difference equation

with variable cofficients

(28)

subject to the initial conditions y(0) = 0,y'(0) =
1,y''(0) = 0, and the exact solution 
y(x) = sin(x).
In Table 5, we present the absolute errors for n

= 6 and n = 7 and Table 3 presents maximum er-
rors using this present method and methods dis-
cussed in (Gulsu & Sezer, 2006); (Saadatmandi
& Dehghan, 2010). Fig. 2 presents the approxi-
mate and exact solutions.

Example 4.4
Consider the Fredholm integro-differential

equation

(29)

with initial condition y(0) = 1 and exact solu-
tion is y(x) = exp(x). Using the proposed ap-
proach leads to the following results, Table 2
presents the absolute errors of the present method
together with the methods discussed in (Kajani
et al., 2006); (Yusufoglu, 2009); (Darania & Eba-
dian, 2007); (Yüzbaşi, 2017), that is CAS
wavelet method (CASWM), homotopy perturba-
tion method (HPM), the differential transforma-
tion method (DTM) and Shifted Legendre
method (SLM) respectively, and Fig. 3 is the cor-
responding figure. And the CPU time is 47.01
secs.

Example 4.5
Let us consider the following delay Volterra in-

tegro-differential equation

(30)
with initial condition y(0) = 1, and the exact so-

lution y(x) = exp(-x). The numerical results for
the absolute errors are displayed in Table 5 for
different values of n. The CPU time is 3.78 secs.
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x Example 4.1 (with n=10 ) Example 4.1 (with n=9)
0 1.0 ×10-9 0
0.1 1.0 ×10-8 4.1 ×10-10

0.2 1.0 ×10-8 6.2 ×10-10

0.3 4.0 ×10-9 7.1 ×10-10

0.4 2.0 ×10-9 7.2 ×10-10

0.5 7.0 ×10-9 6.8 ×10-10

0.6 1.7 ×10-8 5.9 ×10-10

0.7 1.1 ×10-8 4.7 ×10-10

0.8 7.0 ×10-9 3.3 ×10-10

0.9 1.7 ×10-8 1.8 ×10-10

1.0 1.9 ×10-8 0

Table 1: Absolute Errors for Example 4.1 and 4.2 for different n

Examples n Operational Matrix Method
(Shahmorad & Ostadzad, 2016) Present Method

Example 4.1 10 4.5 ×10-7 2.3 ×10-8

Example 4.2 7.5 ×10-3 7.2 ×10-10

Table 2: Maximum errors for Example 4.1 and 4.2 for specified degree (n)

x
TS (n=6)

(Gulsu & Sezer,
2006)

SL (n=6)
(Saadatmandi & De-

hghan, 2010)
PM (n=6)

TS (n=7)
(Gulsu &

Sezer, 2006)

SL (n=7)
(Saadatmandi &
Dehghan, 2010)

PM (n=7)

-1.0 8.58 ×10-2 3.84 ×10-2 1.04 ×10-2 6.03 ×10-2 5.05 ×10-3 4.87 ×10-3

-0.8 3.93×10-3 1.82 ×10-2 4.32 ×10-3 2.28 ×10-2 2.38 ×10-3 2.34 ×10-3

-0.6 1.50 ×10-2 7.00 ×10-3 1.39 ×10-3 6.63 ×10-3 9.14 ×10-4 9.13 ×10-4

-0.4 4.12 ×10-3 1.86 ×10-3 2.87 ×10-4 1.20 ×10-3 2.42 ×10-4 2.38 ×10-4

-0.2 4.85 ×10-4 2.04 ×10-4 2.04 ×10-5 6.90 ×10-5 2.65 ×10-5 2.78 ×10-5

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0.2 4.59 ×10-4 1.48 ×10-4 8.13 ×10-6 5.30 ×10-5 1.91 ×10-5 1.85 ×10-5

0.4 3.69 ×10-3 9.67 ×10-4 1.67 ×10-4 8.09 ×10-4 1.25 ×10-4 1.49 ×10-4

0.6 1.28 ×10-2 2.55 ×10-3 8.77 ×10-4 3.82 ×10-3 3.30 ×10-4 2.86 ×10-4

0.8 3.17 ×10-2 4.44 ×10-3 2.74 ×10-3 1.14 ×10-2 5.78 ×10-4 4.47 ×10-4

1.0 6.57 ×10-2 5.76 ×10-3 6.50 ×10-3 2.73 ×10-2 7.53 ×10-4 4.52 ×10-4

Key: TS is equivalent to Taylor series, SL stands for shifted Legendre, and PM equivalent to present method

Table 3: Absolute Errors for Example 4.3 for different n
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Fig. 1.  Approximate solution for Example 4.1 and its absolute errors for n= 10

Fig. 2.  Approximate, exact solution for Example 4.2 and its absolute errors for n = 9

Methods n=5 n=8 n=12

Shifted Legendre (SL) (Yüzbaşi Ş. , 2017) 8.55 ×10-4 1.19 ×10-6 4.48 ×10-11

Present Method (PM) 2.68 ×10-6 4.70 ×10-10 6.71 ×10-17

Table 4: Comparison of maximum errors for Example 4.4 for different approximation (n)
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DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS AND
CONCLUSION

Discussion of results
The absolute errors of equations 4.1 and 4.2 for

n = 10 and n = 9 respectively are presented in
Table 1. The choice of the values of n is due to
provide the possibility of the comparison of our
results with some of those existing in the litera-
ture. Similar thing is done, although in a more
comprehensive manner, in Table 3 for Example
4.3. Table 3 presents results obtained in the liter-
ature when Taylor’s series (TS) method was
used, when sifted Legendre (SL) method was
used and those obtained when the present method
(PM) is used. This is done to facilitate ease of
comparison. Results for different values of n are
presented in Table 5 for the absolute errors for
Example 4.5. It is easily noticed, in that table,
that as the value of n increases, the rate of con-
vergence increases rapidly. On the other hand,
Table 2 presents a brief comparison of the maxi-
mum errors obtained when operational matrix
method was used to solve Example 4.1 and 4.2
with those obtained using the present method.

Table 4 compares the maximum errors from
shifted Legendre with those obtained using the
present method. The results presented in the ta-
bles are depicted graphically as we have them in
Figures 1, 2, and 3. The graphs, in virtually all
the cases, tally with the existing graphs in the lit-
erature, where such graphs are presented.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed the shifted Cheby-

shev Galerkin method with perturbation for solv-

ing delay Fredholm and Volterra integro-
differential equations. Our approach is based on
shifted Chebyshev Galerkin method with pertur-
bation terms which reduces the integro-
differential equation into a set of (n+m+2) linear
equations. The numerical results obtained, shows
the accuracy and the effectiveness of our ap-
proach. The approach is also applicable to solve
some integro-differential-difference equations, as
the method was tested on some selected exam-
ples from the literature.
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